This Week in Science

Editorial

1001 Gordon Research Conferences: R. S. Nicholson

Policy Forum

1002 U.S. Water Resources Versus an Announced But Uncertain Climate Change: P. E. Waggoner

Letters

1005 Cool Policy: J. David • Explaining the Avocado Illusion: M. Hershenson • High-Temperature Superconductivity Theory: R. Schrieffer; P. W. Anderson, E. Abrahams, R. Laughlin; F. Wilczek

ScienceScope

1011 High-performance computing tug-of-war; fallout from the Abbs case; etc.

News & Comment

1012 Guidance from Above in the Gulf War • After the War: Who Will Get Accurate Navstar Data?
1014 Trouble in the Hood Lab
1015 Down to the Bone: East German Science Gets Cut
1016 Researchers Protest User Fees at National Labs
1017 Ph.D.'s: Do We Need More, or Is Fewer Better?
1018 Europeans Push Computer Plan
1019 Briefings: Gene Therapy: A New First? • Indoor Radon: A Little Less to Worry About • British Brains Continuing to Drain • Practicing What You Preach at Budget Time • Heart Attacks More Severe for Women
1020 Capital Science: AAAS Meets In Washington: Saying So Long to Polio • Using Immunity to Block Conception • Don’t Underestimate the Nose • Creating the Future for Electronic Publishing • Spreading Stain • Prion Proposal Proved? • How to Regulate Environmental Releases • School Science Surveyed • Surprise! U.S. Sometimes Beats Japan in Understanding Science • Monkey See, Monkey Do

Research News

1026 Magellan Paints a Portrait of Venus
1028 Music of the Spheres

Articles

1030 The Evolution of Sex Chromosomes: B. Charlesworth
1033 Physics in Strong Magnetic Fields Near Neutron Stars: A. K. Harding
1039 Molecular Analysis of Protein Assembly in Muscle Development: H. F. Epstein and D. A. Fischman

Research Article

1045 Control of Alternative Splicing by the Differential Binding of U1 Small Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein Particle: H. Kuo, F. H. Kasim, P. J. Grabowski

Reports

1051 Direct Observation of Global Protein Motion in Hemoglobin and Myoglobin on Picosecond Time Scales: L. Genberg, L. Richard, G. McLendon, R. J. D. Miller
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1054 Reduction of Deepwater Formation in the Greenland Sea During the 1980s: Evidence from Tracer Data: P. SCHLOSSER, G. BÖNISCH, M. RHEIN, R. BAYER
1056 Evidence for a Phytotoxic Hydroxy-Aluminum Polymer in Organic Soil Horizons: D. HUNTER and D. S. ROSS
1067 Characterization of a Dimerization Motif in AP-2 and Its Function in Heterologous DNA-Binding Proteins: T. WILLIAMS and R. TJIAN
1071 Molecular Nature of the Drosophila Sex Determination Signal and Its Link to Neurogenesis: J. W. ERICKSON and T. W. CLINE
1076 A Model for the Adjustment of the Mitotic Clock by Cyclin and MPF Levels R. NOREL and Z. AGUR
1082 Cell Cycle-Dependent Coupling of the Calcitonin Receptor to Different G Proteins: M. CHAKRABORTY, D. CHATTERJEE, S. KELLOKUMPU, H. RASMUSSEN, R. BARON
1082 Molecular Transfer of a Species-Specific Behavior from Drosophila simulans to Drosophila melanogaster: D. A. WHEELER, C. P. KYRIACOU, M. L. GREENACRE, Q. YU, J. E. RUTILA, M. ROSBASH, J. C. HALL

Meetings
1086 Gordon Research Conferences: A. M. CRUCKSHANK - Application Form

Book Reviews

Products & Materials
1123 HPLC: Hydroxyapatite and Fluorapatite Columns ▪ Enhanced Structure Prediction Software ▪ Citation Software Updated ▪ Pooled Rodent Sera ▪ Cell Culture System ▪ Data Analysis and Graphing Software ▪ Cassette System for Immunoblotting ▪ Literature